
Responses to NANC 217 & NANC 323 Service Provider/Vendor action items

SP/Vendor Response Comments
Tekelec My only comment as a vendor is that SPID migrations need to be 

scheduled at a specifiic time (like splits) since the expectation is 
that all databases will be independently converted and timing 
issues could arise if the change is not coordinated.  Preferably 
this type of event would occur during a maintenance window 
since we have some control over the scheduling.  Otherwise we 
will end up with another issue with timing just like change order 
193. 

NuVox/Trivergent/Gabriel 1. Applies to both NANC 217 & NANC 323 
Notification should be via form whether submitted on your 
website or as an attachment on e-mail, containing the following 
information:
SPID, Company name and info, contact number of company that 
SPID info will be migrating to; SPID, Company name and info, 
contact number of company that SPID info will be migrating 
from. In the event that a new SPID is created, the Company name
and info, contact number should be included as well as the 
existing SPID info  that will be migrating to the new SPID.
Notification of the new SPID should be broadcasted out via e-
mail to Service Providers. 
Also we request a grace period of a minimum 3 months 
/maximum 6 months that all involved SPIDS will be valid. 

2. Applies to NANC 323 only 
Business needs of a Partial migration would be in the event that 
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we either sell or acquire a portion of a companies inventory and 
need to convert that portion over to our current SPID. 
Notification of NPAC and Service Providers would be the same 
as above.

*** Also please make note that NuVox/Trivergent/Gabriel  would
like to push that NANC 217 issue be resolved and procedures 
established ASAP! 

WorldCom WorldCom would prefer a SPID update process that results in 
broadcasts of the SVs affected by the SPID changes rather than a 
process that involves independent manual activities by service 
providers to update their respective LNP databases.   For SPID 
changes involving pending SVs we wonder whether a process 
could be used similar to that used during an NPA split, where an 
TN is sent with the old NPA-NXX is acknowledged with 
the new NPA information.

Sprint SPID migration notification to NPAC and Service Providers:

Our recommendation is for NPAC to create a form that will 
reside on their WEBSITE.  When completed and submitted, the 
form will automatically notify NPAC of the migration.  NPAC 
should send confirmation to the requestor at the receipt of the 
request. NPAC will e-mail a notification to all Service Providers 
within the affected Region five to seven days before the 
migration date. That notification should contain a target date and 
hour the migration should occur and times that other SP can 
download the sic-smurf file.
NPAC should process the migration during off-peak periods.  
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Business needs for this process - de-consolidation of SPIDS,
Exchange/purchases or divestitures.
 

Verizon 1.  For NPAC notification to service providers of an upcoming 
SPID migration (full or partial), a service provider contact list, 
similar to ones Neustar uses today to notify when NPAC is down,
could be set up that can be subscribed to for e-mail and/or pager 
text message notification.  Each service provider can then work 
internally to prepare for the SPID migration.
For service provider notification to NPAC of an upcoming SPID 
migration (full or partial), perhaps a website form that can be 
downloaded by the "absorbing" service provider.  Neustar can 
weigh in as to what they would like on the form, but in addition 
to the effective date and proper criteria to identify which records 
are being impacted, I would think they would want authorization 
signatures from both service providers (if two are involved) or 
signatures from the absorbing service provider and the 
appropriate Regulatory authority if the other service provider is 
no longer in business.

2.  Business scenarios for a partial SPID migration:
     a) A service provider absorbs another SPID's entire switch 
(possible search criteria = LRN)
     b) A service provider absorbs selected NXX codes from 
another SPID's switch(es) 
(possible search criteria = NPA-NXX & LRN or new SP SPID & 
NPA-NXX)
     c) A service provider absorbs a remote that shares an NXX 
code with its host.  The remote has the same LRN as its host.
(possible search criteria = 10-digit TN) 
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